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Is Dark Matter part of a Dark Sector? The possibility of a dark sector neutral under Standard Model (SM)5

forces furnishes an attractive explanation for the existence of Dark Matter (DM), and is a compelling new-6

physics direction to explore in its own right, with potential relevance to fundamental questions as varied7

as neutrino masses, the hierarchy problem, and the Universe’s matter-antimatter asymmetry. Because dark8

sectors are generically weakly coupled to ordinary matter, and because they naturally have MeV-to-GeV9

masses and respect the symmetries of the SM, they are only mildly constrained by high-energy collider data10

and precision atomic measurements. Yet upcoming and proposed intensity-frontier experiments will offer an11

unprecedented window into the physics of dark sectors. Support for this program—in the form of dark-sector12

analyses at multi-purpose experiments, completion of the DM New Initiatives (DMNI) program, a second13

generation of DMNI with a focus on complementary signals (e.g. long-lived particles), and support for a14

robust dark sector theory effort—will enable comprehensive exploration of low-mass thermal DM milestones,15

and greatly enhance sensitivity to dark sector particles decaying back to SM particles.16

The existence of dark matter motivates a dark sector. The existence of DM is firmly established due17

to its gravitational interactions. However, little is known about the particle nature of DM. A well-motivated18

possibility is that DM belongs to a dark sector of particles exhibiting physics similar in structure (and19

possibly complexity) to that of ordinary matter. In contrast to the traditional weakly interacting massive20

particle (WIMP) paradigm, this dark sector is posited to be neutral under the SM forces. Similarly, all21

SM particles are neutral under the dark-sector forces. Therefore, a dark sector inherently explains the lack22

of strong or electromagnetic interactions of DM. Furthermore, DM charged under a new gauge interaction23

is inherently stable due to charge conservation in the dark sector, hence explaining the cosmological-scale24

DM lifetime. DM self-interactions mediated by dark-sector gauge bosons could also affect the dynamics of25

galactic structure formation, providing a natural explanation for some anomalous observations.26

Dark sectors are a compelling possibility for new physics, to which intensity-frontier experi-27

ments offer unique and unprecedented access. In addition to the DMmotivation, dark sectors naturally28

arise in many theoretically well-motivated models beyond the SM (BSM). For example, dark sectors that29

contain sterile neutrinos can explain the lightness of SM neutrinos. Richer dark-sector models can generate30

the baryon-antibaryon asymmetry of the universe and potentially address the hierarchy problem (e.g., in31

relaxion models). Dark sectors can address the strong-CP problem via axion or axion-like-particles (ALPs).32

Finally, dark sectors can also ameliorate several anomalies in data, such as the anomalous magnetic moment33

of the muon. These many directions, as well as DM, can be realized by BSM physics below the elec-34

troweak (EW) scale, which can be systematically classified and explored based on the portals mediating35

interactions between the SM and a low-mass dark sector. Because the new physics of dark sectors is at low36

mass and weakly coupled, the most powerful means to explore it is through intensity-frontier experiments,37
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with beam intensity, precise instrumentation, and detector geometry as paramount sensitivity drivers, rather38

than beam energy.39

Maximizing the possibility of discovering a dark sector requires a four-pronged approach.40

Support for dark sector analyses at multi-purpose experiments, the DMNI program, a renewal of DMNI41

with a focus on complementary signatures with visible final states (especially long-lived particles), and dark42

sector theory will enable a powerful and broad exploration of the dark sector in the coming decade, including43

comprehensive coverage of major milestones in thermal DM, dramatic increases in sensitivity to vector and44

(pseudo)scalar mediators decaying (semi-)visibly, as well as the full exploration of models addressing some45

anomalies in data. Large multi-purpose detectors, especially Belle-II and LHCb, can efficiently cover large46

regions of parameter space for both GeV-scale dark matter and mediators to a dark sector that decay to47

ordinary matter; these important sensitivity gains are inexpensive, requiring only a few additional FTEs for48

trigger optimization and analysis. Other important regions of parameter-space are best accessed with smaller,49

targeted experiments. Through the DMNI program, the community and DoE has selected the LDMX and50

CCM experiments for design funding; these experiments offer unique and powerful opportunities at low cost51

to explore low-mass DM, including fully exploring the low-mass thermal DM region. The US particle physics52

community should also seize the opportunity to lead dedicated experiments searching for long-lived dark53

sector particles that decay to SM final states (“Thrust 2” in the DMNI report), by selecting among several54

proposals that would greatly expand sensitivity in this arena. Continued support for leadership in dark55

sector theory will also be critical both to continue developing the potential applications of dark sectors and56

to maximize the efficacy of the experimental program, where the track record of theorists pioneering new57

approaches is strong.58

Objectives and structure of this report. This report summarizes the scientific importance of and59

motivations for searches for dark-sector particles below the EW scale, the current status and recent progress60

made in these endeavors, the landscape and major milestones motivating future exploration, and the most61

promising and exciting opportunities to reach these milestones over the next decade. We summarize the62

different experimental approaches and we enumerate proposed experiments and their accelerator facilities.63

In addition, as part of the Snowmass process, we categorized the exploration of dark-sector physics by64

defining three Big Ideas, each with associated ambitious—but achievable—goals for the next decade. This65

categorization is motivated, in part, by how we search for DM in different scenarios. When DM is light,66

portals to the dark sector allow its production and detection at accelerators (e.g., in mediator decay if the DM67

is lighter than half of the mediator mass, or coupled through an off-shell mediator). In fact, accelerators can68

probe DM interaction strengths motivated by thermal freeze-out explanations for the cosmological abundance69

of DM. This is the focus of Big Idea 1. If DM is heavier, the mediator decays into visible SM particles.70

Visible mediators also arise in theories that address various open problems in particle physics (e.g., the71

strong-CP problem, neutrino masses, and the hierarchy problem). This is the focus of Big Idea 2. A third72

scenario is where the dark-sector model is richer, which can lead to decays of the mediator to both DM and73

SM particles, or to other final states not considered in the standard minimal benchmark models. This is the74

focus of Big Idea 3. Each of these Big Ideas is discussed in detail below.75

Theoretical Framework76

The leading possible interactions between ordinary and dark-sector particles, classified below, are known77

as portals. The strength of portal interactions can be naturally suppressed by symmetry reasons, and78

arise only at higher orders in perturbation theory. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the dark-79

sector paradigm. This simple scenario where dark-sector particles only couple indirectly to ordinary matter80

naturally leads to feeble interactions, and opens the door to the possibility that BSM physics may exist81

below the EW scale. In fact, the mass of dark-sector particles might be naturally light if protected by some82

symmetry (this is the case, e.g., for ALPs). In addition, the inherently feeble interactions of dark-sector83
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Figure 1. Cartoon schematic of the dark-sector paradigm. The same complexity observed in ordinary
matter, as described by the Standard Model, may also be present in the dark sector. Interactions between
the Standard Model and the dark sector can arise via the so-called portal interactions.

matter with ordinary matter provides a natural thermal-production origin for DM for the case where DM84

is light, extending the well-known WIMP miracle to lower mass scales. Due to the Lee-Weinberg bound,85

light mediators are, in fact, generically needed if DM is at or below the GeV scale. Therefore, testing the86

dark-sector hypothesis requires innovative high-intensity experiments, not necessarily higher energies.87

The landscape of potentially viable dark sectors is broad with many regions largely untested experimentally88

and unexplored theoretically. Even so, this physics can be systematically studied using the few allowed89

portal interactions as a guide. The gauge and Lorentz symmetries of the SM greatly restrict how the dark-90

sector mediators can couple to ordinary matter. The dominant interactions between the SM and dark-sector91

mediators are naturally those with the lowest-dimensional SM gauge-singlet operators.92

Vector Portal: DM particles may interact with other DM particles via a dark force similar to the93

electromagnetic force felt by ordinary matter. The dark photon, A′, that mediates this force can obtain94

a small coupling to the electromagnetic current due to kinetic mixing between the SM hypercharge and A′
95

field strength tensors via the operator (ε/2)FµνF ′
µν , where ε characterizes the size of the kinetic mixing.96

Higgs Portal: The dark scalar, S, coupled to the gauge-invariant Higgs mass operator, (µS+λS2)h†h, can97

mix with the SM Higgs boson, with a mixing angle denoted by θ. The S boson then inherits the interactions98

of the Higgs to SM particles suppressed by this mass mixing.99

Neutrino Portal: A gauge-singlet fermion, N , called a heavy neutral lepton (HNL), can couple to the gauge-100

invariant operator formed of the SM lepton and Higgs SU(2) doublets, yNhL. Following EW symmetry101

breaking, the HNLs mix with the SM neutrinos. HNLs can be Majorana, Dirac, or pseudo-Dirac particles.102

Axion Portal: ALPs, a, are pseudoscalar particles whose couplings to the SM gauge bosons are highly103

suppressed at low energies by a large decay constant, fa, via operators like aFµν F̃
µν/fa. ALPs are pseudo-104

Nambu-Goldstone bosons; therefore, their masses, ma, are expected to be ma ≪ fa.105

The first three portals are renormalizable, while the axion portal is a dimension-5 operator suppressed by the106

high-energy scale fa. Direct coupling of new gauge bosons to SM fermion vector currents are also possible,107

though most are anomalous. The few that are not anomalous, e.g. B − L and Lµ − Lτ , are viable and108

interesting ways to connect ordinary matter to a dark sector. This completes the list of possible dimension-5109

and below interactions between a dark sector and the SM. This small list of possible interactions sharpens110

the focus of the experimental discovery effort. Furthermore, as we will highlight in this report, targets for111

the size of the couplings between the dark sector and the SM arise from phenomenological and/or theoretical112

motivations. We aim to reach these targets with the experimental program described in this report.113
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Experimental Landscape114

A large experimental and theoretical community effort has led to much progress over the last decade in115

the search for MeV-to-GeV mass dark-sector particles. The first results were obtained from re-analyses of116

data sets of past experiments, including many that were not designed to search for dark sectors. Next,117

searches were performed using large multi-purpose experiments, where again the first results were obtained118

using data collected with other purposes in mind. A number of specialized smaller-scale experiments began119

running during the past decade, with some having published results. Most recently, two experiments (LDMX120

and CCM) received partial support to carry out near-term design and planning in the context of the DoE-121

supported DMNI program.122

Moving forward, rapid progress towards achieving the Big Idea goals discussed below is possible if the123

US commits to fully exploiting large multi-purpose detectors, and to targeted investment in specialized124

experiments. A diverse program of experiments, aimed at achieving the ambitious goals articulated in our125

Big Ideas, has tremendous discovery potential. Even null results will have a huge impact by dramatically126

narrowing the range of viable DM candidates and well-motivated dark-sector scenarios. The experimental127

landscape is discussed in detail in Sec. 1 of this report and in a dedicated Snowmass white paper [1].128

Big Idea 1: Dark matter production at intensity-frontier experiments129

As discussed above, matter from a dark sector is an attractive DM candidate. Indeed, thermal freeze-out130

of light DM (below the proton mass) requires DM interactions through a light force carrier with feeble SM131

couplings, which arise naturally in a dark sector. Taken together, these arguments motivate an exciting132

program to search for light DM by producing it at intensity-frontier experiments.133

A particularly exciting opportunity is presented by the vector portal, where the simplest models of thermal134

freeze-out relate the cosmological abundance of DM to the signals expected at accelerator-based experiments,135

defining a sharp and high-priority milestone in DM interaction strength as a function of its mass. This136

milestone (illustrated by the black diagonal lines in Fig. 2) is not yet experimentally constrained over most137

of the MeV-to-GeV mass range. However, at interaction strengths 10 to 1000 times smaller than those138

presently explored, it is within reach of next-generation experiments.139

Accelerator-based production of DM particles can be observed at intensity-frontier experiments, including140

dedicated fixed-target experiments, small forward detectors, and flavor factories. Three categories of search141

strategy, with complementary sensitivity, are employed: (i) inferring missing energy, momentum, or mass;142

(ii) detecting re-scattering of DM particles in downstream detectors; (iii) observing semi-visible signatures143

of metastable dark-sector particles.144

In the next decade, the primary goal will be to explore parameter space motivated by thermal DM models,145

the dark-sector paradigm, and anomalies in data. Figure 2 shows that the milestone highlighted above—146

full exploration of the range of interaction strengths compatible with light DM thermal freeze-out via the147

simplest mechanism of s-channel annihilation to SM particles mediated by a dark photon (black diagonal lines148

in Fig. 2)—is achievable by near-future experiments. While for this one goal many future experiments seem149

redundant, the use of multiple complementary techniques is important: (i) to probe a broader class of thermal150

freeze-out models, such as those where a mediator, unlike the dark photon, does not couple to electrons;151

(ii) to test models where meta-stable particles in the dark sector play important roles in DM cosmology152

and enable new discovery techniques; (iii) to explore neutrino portal annihilation, which has qualitatively153

different experimental signals. These opportunities are highlighted and examined in more detail in Sec. 2 of154

this report and in a dedicated Snowmass white paper [2].155
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Figure 2. Dark matter production at accelerators [2]: Thermal milestones for the kinetically mixed
dark photon model, a key light DM benchmark (shown as black solid lines), along with exclusions from
past experiments (gray shaded regions), projected sensitivities of future projects that are operating or have
secured full funding (colored shaded regions), and the experiments partially funded by the Dark Matter New
Initiatives (DMNI) program (solid colored lines). Other proposed experiments that can be realized within a
decade are shown as long-dashed colored lines if they are based in the US and/or have strong US leadership,
or as short-dashed colored lines if they are primarily international efforts. Proposed experiments that are
farther into the future are shown as thin dotted lines. As can be seen, the combination of operating and
DMNI experiments can fully explore the thermal DM targets, considered a major milestone of dark-sector
physics. Each line/region is color-coded according to which SM fermion coupling is employed to produce
the DM. In variations of this model, some species may have suppressed couplings, making lines of different
colors complementary in this extended model space.
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In all of these scenarios, DM production at accelerators offers a window to DM candidates that are impossible156

to discover in other ways. Accelerator-based light-DM searches target lower DM masses than conventional di-157

rect detection experiments, and explore models where mediators decaying to SM particles (see Big Idea 2) are158

typically absent. These searches are also complementary to the low-threshold direct-detection experiments,159

which probe sub-GeV DM at vastly different kinematics: direct detection probes non-relativistic scattering,160

whereas accelerators explore semi-relativistic DM production. This translates into complementary discovery161

potential. Accelerators are optimal for discovering DM whose interactions are suppressed at low velocities,162

including thermal freeze-out through a dark photon with generic spin and mass structure. In contrast, low-163

threshold direct detection is a powerful probe for interactions that are enhanced at low velocities, including164

models of freeze-in through a light mediator.165

Big Idea 2: Exploring dark sector portals with high intensity experiments166

The minimal portals provide a variety of well-motivated DM scenarios with novel cosmology and phenomenol-167

ogy. For example, the secluded DM scenario, where heavy DM is produced thermally in the early universe via168

its annihilation to lighter mediator particles, can be viable in any of the minimal portals. The requirement of169

thermalization of the SM and dark sector imposes a lower bound on the strength of the portal coupling, thus170

defining a target region for high-intensity experiments. The minimal portals may also play an important171

role in solutions to puzzles motivated, e.g., by naturalness considerations or the strong CP problem. In172

these scenarios, the mediator decays to visible SM particles. For more detailed discussion on the the many173

connections between the minimal portal models and the potential answers to the big questions in particle174

physics and cosmology, see Sec. 3 of this report and the dedicated Snowmass white paper [3].175

The focus here is on minimal extensions of the SM featuring a single new light mediator coupled through176

one of the portal interactions. In this case, the portal coupling governs both production and decay of the177

mediator. Beyond minimal models, the same signals can arise if DM (or other dark-sector matter) is heavier178

than half the mediator mass. Given that dark sectors in this category produce visible signatures, they can179

be pursued on the following experimental fronts: electron and proton beam fixed-target experiments provide180

excellent reach at low masses over a broad range of couplings; medium-energy e+e− colliders are sensitive181

to moderate couplings both at low and intermediate masses; precision studies of meson and lepton decays,182

including those at muon factories, probe low masses and small couplings; and existing experiments and183

planned long-lived-particle (LLP) detectors at the LHC make accessible sizable regions of parameter space184

in a variety of dark-sector models.185

Reference [3] demonstrates the exciting opportunity to explore vast uncharted territory of all four portal186

interactions discussed above during the next decade and beyond. Figure 3 shows the current constraints and187

future projected sensitivities for the minimal dark-photon model. The parameter space shown in Fig. 3 is all188

well-motivated since it leads to thermal production of secluded DM. Therefore, it is desirable to explore as189

much of this space as possible. Some regions of this parameter space also have additional motivation, e.g.,190

if the kinetic mixing is induced at the one or two-loop level, ε is expected to be in the 10−6 to 10−3 range191

and potential solutions to the core/cusp problem motivate an MeV-to-GeV mediator mass. As can be seen,192

operating experiments will explore all of the open parameter space in the regionmA′ ≲ 0.5GeV and ϵ ≳ 10−5.193

A next-generation proton fixed-target beam dump experiment could explore smaller ϵ values. A pp forward194

LLP experiment that utilizes high-luminosity LHC data can probe a similar parameter space. Figure 4 shows195

the corresponding parameter space for the minimal dark scalar model. We see that operating experiments196

will greatly extend our current capabilities, but CERN based LLP experiments (and in this case, a next-197

generation kaon experiment at lower masses) are needed to explore smaller couplings. Additional motivations198

and other portals are discussed briefly in Sec. 3 of this report and in much more detail in [3].199
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Figure 3. Visible dark-photon decays (parameter space compatible with secluded thermal DM) [3]:
Near-term and future opportunities to search for visibly decaying dark photons interacting through the
vector portal displayed in the dark photon mass (mA′) – kinetic mixing (ϵ) parameter space. Constraints
from past experiments (gray shaded regions) and projected sensitivities from operating and fully funded
experiments and DUNE (colored shaded regions), proposed near-term (pre-2032) experiments based in the
US including DMNI supported experiments (solid colored lines), proposed near-term (pre-2032) experiments
based internationally and having significant US leadership (dashed colored lines), proposed near-term (pre-
2032) international projects (dotted colored lines), and proposed future (post 2032) experiments (dotted gray
lines) are shown. Line coloring indicates the key experimental approach used (e+e− collider, pp collider,
LHC LLP detector, electron fixed target, proton fixed target, muon decay), highlighting one aspect of the
complementarity between different facilities/experiments. Collectively, these experiments are poised to cover
large regions of open dark photon and thermal dark matter parameter space.
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Figure 4. Visible dark-scalar decays via the Higgs portal [3]: Near-term and future opportunities to
search for visibly decaying dark scalars interacting through the Higgs portal displayed in the scalar mass
(mS) – mixing angle (sin θ) parameter space. Constraints from past experiments (gray shaded regions) and
projected sensitivities from operating and fully funded experiments and DUNE (colored shaded regions),
proposed near-term (pre-2032) experiments US based (solid colored lines), proposed near-term (pre-2032)
experiments based internationally and having significant US leadership (dashed colored lines), proposed near-
term (pre-2032) international projects (dotted colored lines), and proposed future (post 2032) experiments
(dotted gray lines) are shown. Line coloring indicates the key experimental approach used (e+e− collider, pp
collider, LHC LLP detector, proton fixed target, kaon decay), highlighting one aspect of the complementarity
between different facilities/experiments. Collectively, these experiments are poised to cover large regions of
open dark scalar and thermal dark matter parameter space.
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Big Idea 3: New flavors and rich structures of the dark sector at high intensity experiments200

Experimental work on dark sectors has been primarily focused on minimal scenarios, typically with a single201

mediator, a single DM candidate, and the assumption of flavor universality. However, dark sectors could have202

non-minimal structure, similar in complexity to the SM, which can lead to a far richer phenomenology—and203

may require new experimental strategies. Many theoretically and/or experimentally well-motivated dark-204

sector models lead to interesting non-minimal dark-sector phenomena that can be efficiently searched for in205

high-intensity experiments. A set of novel signatures are motivated by either data-driven anomalies (e.g.206

(g − 2)µ), theoretical problems (e.g. the nature of DM, the flavor puzzle), or by the desire to achieve more207

complete coverage of the standard benchmark models beyond the assumption of minimality.208

Dark-sector models can address a range of data-driven anomalies. Several examples are discussed in detail209

in a dedicated Snowmass white paper [4]. In the case of the (g − 2)µ anomaly, in the last decade, high-210

intensity experiments were able to completely rule out the simplest dark-sector explanations. The goal for the211

coming years will be to completely probe non-minimal dark-sector models able to address this anomaly. As212

discussed in [4], only a few models are still unexplored. These models involve non-minimal flavor-dependent213

interactions, and can largely be explored in the next decade by high-intensity experiments, either ruling out214

dark-sector explanations or making an historic discovery. An example scenario is shown in Fig. 5, where215

the (g− 2)µ-favored region of parameter space will only be partially probed with operating and fully funded216

experiments. To achieve complete coverage, new proton fixed-target experiments will be needed.217

As an example of theory-based motivations, the dark-sector framework can include generalizations of the218

QCD axion referred to as ALPs. The high-intensity dark-sector program is able to probe all ALP couplings219

to SM particles for a broad range of masses. Reference [4] highlights the case of a flavor-violating QCD axion220

model, where the parameter space in which the QCD axion is a viable cold DM candidate can be explored.221

Finally, thermal DM models where the DM belongs to a dark sector often involve the presence of excited222

DM states. Reference [4] categorizes these extended models according to whether the dark-sector mass scale223

arises in the weak- or strong-coupling regime. Examples from each category, namely inelastic dark matter224

(iDM) and strongly interacting massive particles (SIMPs), are discussed in detail, with both predicting a225

wide range of new phenomena with semi-visible displaced decays of the DM excited states. Interestingly,226

the mechanism to deplete the DM abundance in SIMP models seems to hint at a DM mass below the GeV227

scale. In both models, the requirement of reproducing the observed DM relic density defines experimental228

targets. High-intensity experiments in the next decade will be able to probe most of this parameter space.229

Figure 6 shows that for the SIMP model, the thermal-target region not covered by previous and operating230

experiments can be explored by a future proton fixed-target experiment. More details can be found in Sec. 4231

of this report and in [4].232

Scientific Opportunities & Roadmap233

The goals of the three Big Ideas presented above are complementary and must be pursued in parallel to234

fully explore the physics of dark sectors. To realize these goals over the next decade, the US high-intensity235

dark-sector community must do the following:236

• Exploit the capabilities of existing large multi-purpose detectors, especially Belle-II and LHCb. These237

experiments cover large regions of the most compelling target parameter space in Figs. 2–5, and also238

for many of the other well-motivated scenarios highlighted in Secs. 2–4 of this report. The additional239

investment required to do world-leading dark-sector physics at these experiments is small, typically just a240

few FTEs to write the trigger/real-time selections and to analyze the data.241
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Experimental Approach Line/Shading types
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operating exp.
Proposed US
Proposed(US Lead.)
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e+e- collider
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pp LLP
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Figure 5. Muon-philic scalar model [4]: The parameter space that can explain the (g − 2)µ anomaly is
shown as a green band and represents the main experimental target of this model. Constraints from past
experiments (gray shaded regions) and projected sensitivities from operating and fully funded experiments
(colored shaded regions), proposed near-term (pre-2032) experiments based in the US (dashed colored
lines), proposed near-term international projects (dotted colored lines), and proposed future (post 2032)
experiments (gray dotted lines). Line coloring indicates the key experimental approach used.
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Experimental Approach
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Line/Shading types
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Figure 6. An example of the SIMP parameter space for a QCD-like strongly coupled dark sector gauged
under a new U(1) with a dark photon with interactions to the SM through the mixing parameter ϵ
(see [4] for details about the dark-sector model parameters). Constraints from past experiments (gray
shaded regions) and projected sensitivities from operating experiments (colored shaded regions), along with
projected sensitivities for proposed near-term experiments (dashed colored lines). Dark pions constitute all
of the observed DM abundance on solid (dashed) black contours, while DM is overabundant below these
lines.
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• Invest in fully funding the projects awarded design and planning support from the DMNI program, namely242

LDMX and CCM. As can be seen in Fig. 2, LDMX provides a unique opportunity to fully explore the low-243

mass thermal-DM region (at low cost). Similarly, the CCM experiment will have unique sensitivity to DM244

rescattering downstream of its accelerator-based production. The community and the DoE have already245

chosen these projects to pursue, and it will be important to follow through on these initial investments.246

• The first two items will enable great discovery potential. However, many well-motivated scenarios will not247

be fully covered. Crucially, this includes models that predict dark-sector particles decaying to visible SM248

particles, especially in the long-lived regime (see Figs. 3-6). The goal of exploring this parameter space, a249

vital component of a robust dark-sectors program, was presented as “Thrust 2” in the DMNI report, though250

no support was allocated thus far towards this goal by the DMNI program. A number of experiments251

have been proposed to explore this regime, including proton and lepton beam-dump experiments and252

long-lived-particle detectors. The US dark-sectors community should select which of these exciting ideas253

to fund next through a community-driven review program similar to the past DMNI.254

• Support theory efforts to: better understand which dark-sector scenarios can address (current and future)255

open problems in particle physics; develop new ideas for exploring the dark sector; and collaborate at256

every stage of new dark-sector experiments, from design through interpretation of the data. This type257

of theory work has been at the foundation of essentially all ongoing and planned experimental activities258

in this growing field. Of particular impact going forward is support for theory-experiment collaboration259

and workshops, analogous to the aims of the FIP Physics Center at CERN. Such support (focused on US260

efforts) had been envisioned through the DMNI program but was cancelled due to the pandemic in 2020.261

Restarting this is appropriate.262

Collectively, these activities provide a roadmap (illustrated in Fig. 7) for the US dark-sectors program for263

the next decade. Discovering a dark sector would not only shed light on the enigma of dark matter and264

several additional open issues in particle physics—but would revolutionize our understanding of the universe265

and open an entire new pathway to studying Nature. Following the roadmap outlined here will secure the266

leadership role of the US dark-sectors community.267
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the RF6 roadmap.
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1 Experiments and facilities268

This section is adapted from the executive summary of a Snowmass white paper solicited by the RF6 conveners269

and edited by Phil Ilten and Nhan Tran [1].270

Searches for dark sector particles in the GeV mass range and below at particle accelerators are a highly-271

motivated physics opportunity in the next decade. Reference [1] summarizes and characterizes experiments272

and facilities for accelerator-based dark sector searches. The physics drivers are characterized into three273

main thrusts and those are described in companion reports: thermal dark matter [2], visible dark portals [3],274

and new flavors and rich dark sectors [4]. Motivated by these physics drivers, [1] enumerates a number of275

experimental initiatives, describing them and characterizing them by their types of experimental signatures:276

long-lived particles (LLP), DM rescattering, millicharged particles, missing X, and rare prompt decays.277

Given the large interest in this physics and the number of current and proposed experiments, [5] provides278

a summary, in one central place and including brief descriptions, of these experiments and facilities. It also279

provides references to more detailed studies where the reader can find more information. This information280

is summarized compactly in Fig. 8 based on the beam facility producing the dark sector particles and the281

types of detector signatures proposed at those facilities along a schematic timeline.282

283

Figure 8. Summary of accelerator facilities, experiments, and detector signatures [5].
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2 Dark matter production at intensity-frontier experiments284

This section is adapted from the executive summary of a Snowmass white paper solicited by the RF6 conveners285

and edited by Gordan Krnjaic and Natalia Toro [2].286

The existence of DM is Nature’s sharpest evidence that the SM of particle physics is incomplete. While287

astrophysical evidence for DM has mounted steadily over the past 8 decades, with increasingly precise288

measurements confirming the effects of DM from galactic and cluster scales to the primordial early Universe,289

its particle nature remains elusive. Identifying the fundamental constituents of dark matter, how these came290

to dominate the matter density of the Universe, and how they connect to the well-understood physics of291

ordinary matter are arguably the greatest questions in fundamental physics today.292

The space of possible DM masses and properties is vast: the range of viable masses for individual DM293

constituents spans roughly 50 orders of magnitude; to date its only observed interaction is through gravity;294

particle properties of DM have not been measured but bulk properties, including its cosmological mass295

density, inform and motivate models for the DM constituents. Indeed, the observed DM density has long296

served as a goalpost for understanding plausible models of DM, and a hint that suggests DM has microscopic297

interactions with ordinary matter that are stronger than gravity. Early thermal equilibrium of DM and298

familiar matter, followed by freeze-out of the DM as the Universe cools, offers one simple explanation for the299

origin of its observed abundance. This freeze-out mechanism is exemplified by the WIMP paradigm, which300

has long been the focus of terrestrial searches for dark matter.301

The last decade has seen a tremendous growth of theoretical and experimental interest in DM whose302

constituents are comparable in mass to electrons or protons, so-called “light DM”. This framework simply303

generalizes the WIMP paradigm to lower masses. Light DM maintains the simplicity of thermal freeze-out as304

an origin for DM, as well as the close structural resemblance of the DM sector to the SM, yet poses different305

experimental challenges and opportunites. Models of light DM rely for freeze-out on light force-carriers with306

parametrically weak SM couplings. As a typical example, a new U(1) gauge boson (“dark photon”) can mix307

with the SM photon at the ∼ 10−3 to 10−6 level due to radiative effects—a degree of mixing compatible308

with thermal freeze-out for MeV to GeV DM. These interactions are too weak to be detectable in high-pT309

DM searches at high-energy colliders, and the lighter DM particles carry too little kinetic energy to be seen310

in traditional direct detection.311

Accelerator Production of Light Dark Matter312

In response to these challenges, laboratory production of Light DM by intensity-frontier experiments—313

including dedicated fixed-target experiments, small forward detectors, and flavor factories—has emerged as314

an essential strategy for exploring light DM. These experiments are optimized for intensity, instrumentation315

precision, and/or background rejection rather than energy reach.316

Accelerator-based searches for DM exploit several different production mechanisms, including bremsstrahlung-317

like DM production off beam leptons or protons, meson decays that include DM in the final state, e+e−318

annihilation, and Drell-Yan production. The search strategies can be grouped into three broad categories.319

Missing energy, momementum, or mass searches use the kinematics of visible particles recoiling from a DM320

production event, together with vetoes on SM reaction products, to identify DM production events. Re-321

scattering experiments search for DM and/or millicharged particles through their subsequent scattering in322

a detector forward of a fixed-target beam-dump or collider interaction point. Semi-visible searches leverage323

the possibility of metastable resonances in the dark-sector, which can be motivated by specific models of DM324

cosmology and in many cases decay into a combination of DM and visible SM particles. These strategies are325

summarized visually in Fig. 9 and the program has been reviewed in Refs. [6, 7].326
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MIMICKING BIG BANG DARK MATTER PRODUCTION AT ACCELERATORS
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FIG. 2. Inelastic DM production at electron and proton beam dump experiments via dark bremsstrahlung and meson decay. The resulting
�1,�2 pair can give rise to a number of possible signatures in the detector: �2 can decay inside the fiducial volume to deposit electromagnetic
energy; both �1 and �2 can scatter off detector targets T and impart visible recoil energies to these particles; or �1 can upscatter into �2,
which can then decay promptly inside the detector to deposit a visible signal. 7
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FIG. 3. Inelastic DM production at electron beam fixed-target missing energy/momentum experiments. Left: Setup for an LDMX style
missing momentum experiment [2, 18] in which a (⇠ few GeV) beam electron produces DM in a thin target (⌧ radiation length) and thereby
loses a large fraction of its incident energy. The emerging lower energy electron passes through tracker material and registers as a signal event
if there is no additional energy deposited in the ECAL/HCAL system downstream, which serves primarily to veto SM activity. Right: Setup
for an NA64 style experiment in which the beam (typically at higher energies, ⇠ 30 GeV) produces the DM system by interacting with an
instrumented, active target volume [19]. As with LDMX, the instrumented region serves to verify that the beam electron has abruptly lost most
of its energy and that there is no additional SM activity downstream.

for vector, scalar, and fermionic mediators, respectively.
However, coupling a fermionic mediator to the lepton por-
tal requires additional model building1 and scalar mediators,
which mix with the Higgs are ruled out for predictive mod-
els in which DM annihilates directly to SM final states (see
Sec. II C and [26] for a discussion of this issue), so we restrict

1 A fermionic mediator coupled to the lepton portal requires additional
model building to simultaneously achieve a thermal contact through this
interaction and yield viable neutrino textures; the coupling to the mediator
must be suppressed by neutrino masses, so it is generically difficult for the
interaction rate to exceed Hubble expansion.

our attention to abelian vector mediators; a nonabelian field
strength is not gauge invariant, so kinetic mixing is forbidden.

Alternatively, the mediator could couple directly to SM
particles if both dark and visible matter are charged under
the same gauge group. In the absence of additional fields,
anomaly cancellation restricts the possible choices to be

U(1)B�L , U(1)`i�`j , U(1)3B�`i , (2)

and linear combinations thereof. In most contexts, the rele-
vant phenomenology in fixed-target searches is qualitatively
similar to the vector portal scenario, so below we will ignore
these possibilities without loss of essential generality. We
note, however, that viable models for both protophobic [27]
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FIG. 2: Schematic representation of the different DM annihilation modes (top row) and A0 decay modes for
m�/mA0 ratios. a) Secluded annihilation scenario with a visibly decaying mediator. Since the annihilation
rate is independent of the A0 SM coupling, this scenario has no thermal target and cannot be presented
on the y vs. m� plane. However, there is an active and growing program to probe dark photons in this
regime by observing their visible decay products (see [1, 11] for more details). b) Compressed region with
direct annihilation, but a visibly decaying mediator. Since the annihilation rate in this regime depends on ✏,
there is a testable thermal target; probing sufficiently small values of ✏ can decisively test this scenario. c)
Direct annihilation and invisibly decaying mediator particle. This regime will be the primary focus of this
document.

where f is a SM fermion and Qf is its electromagnetic charge.
We distinguish between two distinct annihilation regimes depicted schematically in Fig. 2

• Secluded Annihilation: For mA0 < m�, DM annihilation will predominantly proceed
through �� ! A0A0, followed by A0 ! ff decays to SM fermions. However, the an-
nihilation rate in this regime is independent of the SM-A0 coupling ✏ and therefore difficult
to test since thermal freeze out can proceed even for tiny values of ✏. This regime is depicted
on the leftmost column of Fig. 2

• Direct Annihilation: For mA0 > m�, the mediator decays predominantly to DM and anni-
hilation proceeds via �� ! A0⇤ ! ff to SM fermions f through a virtual mediator. This
regime is depicted in the middle and rightmost column of Fig. 2; ; note the compressed
region in the middle column for which m� < mA0 < 2m� for which the annihilation rate
depends on ✏ but the mediator decay to DM is kinematically forbidden.

Since the cross section for direct annihilation is proportional to all the parameters in the DM
lagrangian, it is convenient to define the dimensionless interaction strength y as
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FIG. 3: Schematic depiction of the DM signal at LDMX from (a) direct dark matter
particle-antiparticle production, (b) A0 bremsstrahlung, and (c) invisible vector meson decay. For

A0 bremsstrahlung, DM is produced through an on- or off-shell A0 in the target (or the
calorimeter). In the photo-production of vector mesons, a hard photon is produced in the target,
and converts to a vector meson V in an exclusive photo-production process in the calorimeter.

of producing DM within the material of the ECal, targeting the 1013 EoT expected in the earliest184

stages of the experiment; and, the extended sensitivity of LDMX when taking 8 GeV electron185

beam data and analyzing multiple electrons per time sample to accumulate 1016 EoT.186

A. Review of models and production mechanisms187

The missing momentum DM search at LDMX is sensitive to any process in which a beam188

electron transfers most of its energy to invisible particles and receives an appreciable transverse189

kick from the production of these invisible particles. DM signals resulting in this experimental190

signature can be produced via:191

• dark bremsstrahlung, where an electron scatters off of a nucleus and produces a pair of192

DM particles either directly through an effective interaction as in Fig. 3(a), or through the193

production and decay of a mediator particle Fig. 3(b); or194

• photo-production of vector mesons, from a hard bremsstrahlung photon that scatters off of195

a nucleus, and later decays invisibly to dark matter particles via mixing with a mediator196

particle Fig. 3(c).197

These production modes can be powerful probes of the DM’s coupling to electrons and to quarks,198

with complementary strengths that depend on the details of the model considered [15].199

For our benchmark scenario, we consider direct annihilation models where the population of200

DM � is reduced in the early universe through annihilation �� ! A0 ! ff to SM fermions201

f via a vector mediator A0. The specific nature of the DM � (e.g. scalar, fermion, single- or202

multi-component) may vary depending on the model considered and can impact relic targets, but203

generally does not alter the relevant phenomenology for the missing-momentum search. We focus204

on DM produced by dark bremsstrahlung from the decay of the new U(1) gauge boson A0 that205

kinetically mixes with the SM and is typically called the dark photon. In the case where mA0 >206

2m�, the mediator is produced on-shell and decays primarily to DM.207

B. The 4 GeV e� beam analysis208

The baseline analysis for LDMX is designed for a data-taking period corresponding to 4⇥1014
209

electrons on target (EoT), at a 4 GeV beam energy. The event selection is designed to retain210
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FIG. 4. Schematic depiction of the DM signal at LDMX from (a) direct dark matter particle-antiparticle
production, (b) A0 bremsstrahlung, and (c) invisible vector meson decay. For A0 bremsstrahlung, DM is
produced through an on- or off-shell A0 in the target (or the calorimeter). In the meson signal process, a hard
photon is produced in the target, and converts to a vector meson V through an exclusive photo-production
process in the calorimeter before decaying invisibly.

multi-component) may vary depending on the model considered and can impact relic targets, but
generally does not alter the relevant phenomenology for the missing-momentum search. We fo-
cus on DM produced by dark bremsstrahlung from the decay of the new U(1) gauge boson A0,
typically called the dark photon. The gauge coupling gD parameterizes the A0 coupling to DM
with strength ↵D = g2

D/4⇡, while kinetic mixing with the SM photon gives rise to a weak electro-
magnetic interaction proportional to the mixing parameter ✏. In the case where mA0 > 2m�, the
mediator is produced on-shell and decays primarily to DM.

B. The 4 GeV e� beam analysis

The baseline analysis for LDMX is designed for a data-taking period corresponding to 4⇥1014

electrons on target (EoT), at a 4 GeV beam energy. The event selection is designed to retain
high signal efficiency while aiming to be background-free, and allows LDMX to probe several
key thermal targets in the 1-100 MeV mass range during this baseline run. A detailed discussion
of the analysis can be found in Ref. [19], which includes results for the background rejection
performance based on studies carried out with high-statistics samples of simulated events.

The DM production signal is characterized by a low-energy recoil electron, with DM carrying
away the majority of the beam energy. We select events with recoil electron energy < 1.2 GeV. The
leading source of low-energy electrons in the experiment, which can constitute a background to a
DM signal, comes from events in which the incoming electron undergoes a hard bremsstrahlung in
the target, producing a multi-GeV photon. Typically, such photons initiate electromagnetic show-
ers that deposit a large amount of energy in the ECal. However, in rare cases, processes such as
photonuclear (PN) interactions or �⇤ ! µ+µ� conversions can occur in the target or ECal, result-
ing in low energy deposition in the ECal. Depending on the interaction and the secondary particles
that are produced, these backgrounds may result in a distinctive spatial profile of energy deposi-
tion in the ECal, while also producing observable hits in the HCal and/or recoil tracker. Analogous
electroproduction reactions mediated by virtual photons may also occur, e.g. electronuclear scat-
tering and muon trident production. The rates of these reactions are suppressed with respect to
the corresponding real photon-induced process. They may also lead to the presence of multiple
charged tracks in the recoil tracker, providing additional veto handles.

The baseline analysis comprises the following selection criteria:

Missing energy trigger: Signal events would be characterized by a low-energy recoil electron
and no other visible final-state particles, resulting in low energy deposition in the ECal. In

Excited State

Semi-Visible
Search

Dark Matter

Figure 9. From [2]: Illustration of representative DM production mechanisms (left) and (right) the
concepts for detecting DM production via, clockwise from left, missing X, re-scattering, and semi-visible
detection strategies.

Accelerator-based light DM searches are highly complementary to another promising avenue for discovery327

of light DM: low-threshold direct detection (discussed in [8]). Both approaches are essential to a strong328

light DM search program. There are key differences in what properties they probe—accelerator-based329

experiments directly characterize the particle properties of produced DM, while direct detection explores a330

combination of these properties with their cosmological abundance. They also probe DM in vastly different331

kinematic regimes: whereas direct detection probes very non-relativistic scattering, accelerators explore332

relativistic DM production. This kinematic difference translates into complementary discovery potential:333

low-threshold direct detection is a uniquely powerful probe for Coulomb-like interactions with enhancements334

at low velocities, including models of freeze-in through a light mediator. Accelerators are optimal for discovery335

of DM whose interactions are suppressed at low velocities, including thermal freeze-out through a dark photon336

with generic spin and mass structure. As shown in Fig 10, depending on the Lorentz structure of the of337

the dark-visible interaction, the non-relativistic direct detection cross section can be suppressed by many338

orders of magnitude while relativistic accelerator production is not suppressed by such variations. Still other339

thermal (and non-thermal) models, including elastically interacting scalar DM, can be observed efficiently340

by both approaches, allowing exciting opportunities to characterize any observed signal.341

Science Opportunities and The Road Ahead342

In the past decade, a key goal of the light DM search effort has been broadly exploring DM models in the343

MeV to GeV mass range. The simplest, and most WIMP-like, viable mechanism for light DM thermal344
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Figure 10. From [2]: Comparison of sub-GeV DM thermal production targets for dark photon mediated
models in the direct detection plane in terms of the electron cross section (left) and on the accelerator plane
in terms of the variable y (right). Since accelerator production mimics the relativistic kinematics of the
early universe, the corresponding signal strength is never suppressed by velocity, spin, or small degrees of
inelasticity, so the targets are closer to experimentally accessible regions of parameter space. Note, however,
that direct detection sensitivity has a complementary enhancement for DM candidates with Coulombic
interactions, which are enhanced at low velocity.

freeze-out is annihilation to SM particles via an s-channel dark photon. This model has therefore emerged345

as a key benchmark model. Because DM production at (semi)-relativistic kinematics drives both the346

dynamics of freeze-out and DM production at accelerators, the range of freeze-out interaction strengths347

(often parametrized by a dimensionless parameter y related to the effective Fermi scale of the interaction)348

compatible with this mechanism is narrow, spanning a factor of ∼ 30 at a given DM mass (black diagonal349

lines in Fig. 2).350

This milestone was identified as a high-priority goal for the accelerator-based program at the Dark Matter351

New Initiatives (DMNI) BRN workshop [9] and subsequent summary report. Within the next decade, OHEP352

DMNI funding will enable two experiments probing these models via different approaches: CCM200, a LAr-353

based re-scattering experiment at Los Alamos’ LANSCE proton beam, and LDMX, a missing momentum354

experiment at SLAC’s LESA electron beamline. These small-scale fixed-target experiments are mainly355

sensitive to DM lighter than ∼ 1/2 GeV, and are complemented by Belle II, which will achieve sensitivity356

to the same thermal milestones for ∼ GeV DM masses. These experiments’ sensitivity projections are357
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illustrated in Fig. 2. This sensitivity is robust to many important model dependences, such as varying358

dark-sector couplings and the DM to dark-photon mass ratio (excepting a fine-tuned resonance-enhanced359

region).360

Fig. 2 also highlights the DM-search capabilities of many other experimental concepts outside the DMNI361

scope. The breadth of ideas within this program is important for several reasons. The use of multiple362

complementary techniques will assure a robust program, and in the case of discovery the ability to measure363

dark sector masses and interaction strengths. Multiple, complementary experiments are also important to364

probe generalizations of thermal freeze-out, such as those where a mediator does not couple to electrons but365

preferentially to µ and/or τ leptons or baryons; models where meta-stable particles in the dark sector play366

important roles in DM cosmology and enable new discovery techniques; and neutrino portal annihilation,367

which has qualitatively different experimental signals. These opportunities are examined in more detail in368

[2]. Related techniques can also advance the detection of millicharged particles, which present a distinctive369

detector signature and could make up a small fraction of the DM. Finally, theory has a key role to play370

in defining the future of the light DM search program—both by continuing to explore the space of light371

DM models and through theory-experiment collaborations, which have played an important role in the372

development of many of the concepts and analyses considered here.373

The field of concepts in intensity-frontier experiments searching for DM has grown tremendously in the374

last decade, in response to the tremendous untapped discovery opportunities that it presents. Most of these375

concepts are low-cost, based on either analyses of multi-purpose experimental data or small experiments that376

leverage existing accelerator infrastructure and detector technologies. In the next decade, the realization of377

many of these experiments will shed a clear light on the possibility of low-mass particle DM and other light378

new physics.379

3 Exploring Dark Sector Portals with High Intensity Experiments380

This section is adapted from the executive summary of a Snowmass white paper solicited by the RF6 conveners381

and edited by Brain Batell, Nikita Blinov, Christopher Hearty, and Robert McGehee [3].382

The paradigm of a dark sector comprised of new SM singlet dark particles feebly coupled to ordinary matter383

through a portal interaction is motivated on a variety of grounds. Dark sectors can resolve some of the384

outstanding mysteries in particle physics, including the DM puzzle, the dynamics underlying neutrino masses,385

baryogenesis, the hierarchy problem, and the strong CP problem. As discussed in the executive summary of386

this report, dark sector particles can interact with the SM only through a very limited set of (renormalizable387

or dimension-5) portal operators. From a bottom up perspective, portals provide a systematic effective field388

theory-based scheme for investigations of new light physics with very weak interactions. The dark sector389

framework has proven to be a versatile playground for exploring potential new physics explanations of an390

array of experimental anomalies. Dark sector research has bloomed worldwide over the past decade with391

the development of creative theoretical models, the conception of novel phenomenological strategies, and the392

proposal and implementation of innovative searches and novel experiments.393

Reference [3] covers the physics ofminimal portal interactions, including the renormalizable vector, Higgs,394

and neutrino portals, as well as minimal dimension-5 axion-like particle (ALP) portals with photon or gluon395

couplings. The focus is on minimal extensions of the SM featuring a single new light mediator particle coupled396

through one of these portals (see next section for non-minimal dark sector models). This implies that both397

the production of the mediator at accelerator experiments and its visible decay to SM particles occur due to398

the portal interaction. Reference [3] examines in detail the rich variety of exciting experimental opportunities399

to investigate the structure of the dark sector by producing and detecting such unstable mediator particles400
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(see also the red region in Fig. 7). It reviews the current status and future prospects for exploring the401

minimal portals and highlights the connections with some of the big open questions in fundamental physics.402

The detailed properties of the mediator, including its mass, spin, and pattern of couplings to the visible sector,403

are of great interest from both theoretical and phenomenological perspectives. From the theory side, the404

gauge symmetries and field content of the SM impose tight constraints on the possible nature of the mediator405

and its couplings. On the other hand, these properties determine, to a significant extent, the possible406

phenomenological avenues that can be pursued to probe the mediator. In this light, the renormalizable407

vector, Higgs, and neutrino portals warrant special attention owing to their uniqueness and economy. These408

portals offer minimal ways to link gauge singlet scalar, fermion, or vector fields to the SM with feeble409

couplings at low energies. Beyond these three portals, the mediation between the visible and dark sectors410

can occur through higher-dimension portals. A well motivated and often studied case is a light ALP, with411

e.g., couplings to photons or gluons through dimension-5 operators, whose mass is protected by a shift412

symmetry.413

Dark sectors are being pursued on multiple experimental fronts with a diverse set of search techniques.414

Electron and proton beam fixed target experiments with sensitive detectors covering O(meter – kilometer)415

baselines provide excellent reach at low dark particle masses over a broad range of couplings. Medium416

energy e+e− colliders/meson factories provide powerful sensitivity for moderate couplings both at low and417

intermediate masses. Precision studies of meson and lepton decays, including those at pion, kaon, η(′),418

and muon facilities, offer interesting and in some cases unique coverage at low masses and small couplings.419

A diverse collection of existing and planned experiments at the LHC, including new LLP detectors, will420

be able to probe extensive regions of parameter space in a variety of dark sector models. Collectively,421

these experiments will utilize a wide array of search strategies, including bump-hunt searches for promptly422

decaying resonances, displaced vertex searches for dark particles with moderate lifetimes, searches for long423

lived particle decays to visible final states, and missing momentum searches in both collisions and rare decays.424

The minimal portals feature prominently in a variety of proposed solutions to the big questions in fun-425

damental physics. These include a variety of motivated dark matter scenarios with novel cosmology and426

phenomenology. One generic example is secluded dark matter, in which heavier dark matter is thermally427

produced in the early universe via its annihilation to lighter mediator particles. Viable secluded DM models428

can be realized in any of the minimal portals. The requirement of thermalization in secluded scenarios429

imposes a lower bound on the portal coupling, offering an interesting target for high intensity probes. A430

variety of other interesting dark matter scenarios in which the mediator is the lightest dark sector state have431

been proposed, many of which can be correlated with specific regions of parameter space within the minimal432

portal models. The minimal portals may also play an important role in solutions to puzzles motivated by433

naturalness considerations. In particular, the Higgs portal is a critical ingredient in the relaxion solution434

to the hierarchy problem, while the vector portal is expected on general grounds and may have important435

consequences in the mirror Twin Higgs model, which tackles the little hierarchy problem. The ALP portal,436

and in particular the ALP-gluon interaction, is motivated by its connection to the Strong CP problem. The437

neutrino portal is likely to offer an explanation of the light SM neutrino masses and may also give rise to438

low-scale leptogenesis mechanisms. Furthermore, a light scalar interacting via the Higgs portal may also439

serve as the inflaton. The Snowmass white paper [3] spotlights the myriad connections between the minimal440

portal models and the potential answers to the big questions in particle physics and cosmology.441

The theoretical ideas and experimental approaches featured in [3] have important synergies and comple-442

mentarity with other efforts across the rare and precision, energy, cosmic, and neutrino frontiers. At the443

energy frontier, the LHC and future high energy colliders will be able to probe heavier mediators with larger444

couplings. Distinct experimental opportunities are also available at the energy frontier, including e.g., exotic445

Higgs decays and precision measurements of Higgs couplings and electroweak observables. At the cosmic446

frontier, a suite of new direct detection experiments will directly search for halo DM through its scattering,447
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while an array of astrophysical observations can indirectly search for signatures of DM annihilation. In448

particular, these direct and indirect searches provide sensitivity to DM that is heavier than the mediator449

and are therefore highly complementary to the direct searches for the visibly decaying mediators at intensity450

frontier experiments. There is also an exciting interplay with activities in the neutrino frontier. Dark sector451

mediators can be sought at accelerator- and reactor-based neutrino experiments and have also been invoked452

in a variety of potential BSM explanations for various experimental anomalies in the neutrino sector (e.g.,453

the MiniBooNE low energy excess of electron like events).454

As illustrative examples, Figs. 3 and 4 present the near-term and future opportunities to probe the minimal455

vector portal and Higgs portal models, respectively. Dark photons and Higgs portal scalars are well-motivated456

dark sector benchmarks, may serve as a mediators to dark matter, and appear in a variety of UV models457

addressing big open questions in particle physics. A combination of operating, fully or partially funded, and458

proposed near-term and future experiments will be able to search for dark photons and dark Higgs bosons459

over a broad range of currently unconstrained parameter space. As these examples illustrate, and as is460

highlighted in [3] with specific case studies, there is great opportunity to explore vast uncharted parameter461

space and investigate the structure of the dark sector during the next decade and beyond.462

The dark sector science program has developed significantly during the last decade. Milestones in this463

trajectory can be seen in past community studies, including the Dark Sectors 2016 Workshop [10], the US464

Cosmic Visions New Ideas in Dark Matter 2017 [7], and the CERN Physics Beyond Colliders initiative [11].465

Furthermore, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Science Dark Matter New Initiatives (DMNI)466

Basic Research Needs (BRN) report [9] has recently highlighted the importance of MeV-GeV scale dark467

sector studies as a Priority Research Direction: “Create and detect dark matter particles below the proton468

mass and associated forces, leveraging DOE accelerators that produce beams of energetic particles.” The469

experiments discussed in this Snowmass white paper [3] would uniquely contribute to the thrust 2 “Explore470

the structure of the dark sector by producing and detecting unstable dark particles” highlighted in that471

report.472

Realizing the broad objectives of the dark sector science program, as spotlighted by the three Big Ideas,473

necessitates efforts and investments in several primary directions, including harnessing the potential of474

existing large-scale multi-purpose detectors, supporting dedicated small-scale experiments and facilities with475

high-intensity beams, and promoting advances in dark sector theory and fostering the community of dark476

sector theorists. Support for these projects and research activities will facilitate a broad and high-impact dark477

sector physics program during the next decade, with US scientists and institutions providing key leadership478

in this effort.479

4 New flavors and rich structures in dark sectors480

This section is adapted from the executive summary of a Snowmass white paper solicited by the RF6 conveners481

and edited by Philip Harris, Philip Schuster, and Jure Zupan [4].482

Dark matter directly motivates the existence of a dark sector of matter and interactions beyond the Standard483

Model. To-date, much of the emphasis for experimental work on dark sectors has been anchored to minimal484

models, often with only a single mediator particle, single dark matter candidate, and the assumption of flavor485

universality in the interactions. However, like the Standard Model, dark sectors may have non-minimal struc-486

tures, either in couplings to the Standard Model, or in the spectra of dark sector states. Often this leads to a487

far richer phenomenology and may require new experimental strategies for achieving optimized sensitivities.488

Additionally, extensions of minimal dark sector scenarios can help to resolve important theoretical puzzles489

and data driven anomalies. The purpose of [4] is to showcase examples where interesting non-minimal490
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dark sector phenomena can be efficiently searched for and uncovered in high intensity experiments. These491

examples are organized into three themes: (1) examples motivated by data driven anomalies, (2) examples492

motivated by theoretical puzzles, (3) phenomenological examples motivated by the desire to achieve more493

complete coverage of the standard benchmark models beyond the assumption of minimality494

From a theory point of view, dark sectors coupled to the Standard Model by means of the so-called “portal”495

operators represent a framework that encapsulates a broad range of new physics ideas while respecting the496

well-measured symmetries of the Standard Model. As such, it is not surprising that the framework of dark497

sector portals is widely used to study new physics explanations for a range of data-driven anomalies, such as498

those in the measurements of (g−2)µ and the quark-flavor sector [12], among others. Among these, (g−2)µ499

is the longest standing data driven anomaly. Reference [4] features several new physics models that can500

explain the discrepancy between the measurements and the consensus Standard Model prediction. In the501

case of the (g − 2)µ anomaly the program of dark sector experiments has already had considerable impact,502

ruling out the simplest new physics ideas that were put forward to address the anomaly. The parameter503

space that remains involves non-minimal flavor dependent interactions (see Fig. 5). High intensity dark504

sector experiments will be able to probe most of the remaining explanations in the coming years, either505

ruling out the new physics explanations or making discoveries.506

The range of more complete models that include the most common minimal dark sector benchmarks is507

rather large, see, e.g., Ref. [7]. This is part of the reason the minimal models have so far received much more508

attention of the community. A common element of the more complete models concerns the origin of the509

dark sector mass scale, with the models split into two categories—the weak and the strong coupling regimes.510

Reference [4] gives a representative example from each category, namely inelastic dark matter (iDM), and511

the strongly interacting massive particles (SIMPs). These are two interesting models that can predict a512

thermal DM candidate with the measured relic abundance. Many minimal dark sector DM benchmarks513

include a massive vector mediator and a scalar or fermion dark matter candidate. In UV completions of514

these scenarios, the “dark higgs” that gives mass to the vector can also split the dark matter multiplet into515

a pair of nearly degenerate states, the lightest of which is stable. This is what happens in iDM models.516

Similar phenomenology can be obtained in the second category of models (SIMPs), in which the vector517

mediator mass arises from strong dynamics. Strong dynamics naturally results in dark sector mesons, and518

thus also predicts a wide range of new phenomena with displaced decays of the mesons to final states with519

Standard Model leptons. For both iDM and SIMPs, regions of parameter space with viable predictions for520

the relic density exist. However, the dynamics responsible for the DM relic abundance changes with respect521

to the minimal portal benchmark models. SIMPs models utilize 3→2 annihilation processes to deplete the522

DM abundance in the early universe. iDM models utilize the cohannihilation of DM with a heavier state.523

Experiments in the next 10 years will be able to probe a significant portion of the allowed parameter space524

that would lead to a viable dark matter relic density; see Fig. 6.525

The dark sector framework includes generalizations of the long sought after QCD axion, a, parametrizing it as526

part of a more general class of pseudo-scalar dark sector particles, referred to as axion-like particles (ALPs).527

The high intensity dark sector experimental program will probe a large region of uncharted parameter space528

for all ALP couplings to the SM particles, including flavor violating couplings to quarks and leptons, for529

a broad range of masses. In this way, one probes also the non-minimal QCD axion models, in many cases530

testing complementary parameter space to the searches based on axion couplings to photons, with the reach531

above astrophysics constraints. Reference [4] highlights this point for the case of a flavor violating QCD532

axion model, where searches for s → da and µ → ea transitions can probe the parameter range in which the533

QCD axion is a viable cold dark matter candidate.534

The above examples illustrate the robustness of the growing dark sector experimental effort, both the535

broadness of the different searches as well as the precision, probing theoretically well motivated parameter536

space.537
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